EDITORIAL

The rate of submissionto TheAuk, of both regular
articlesand short communications,remains healthy.
Concurrently,the quality of manuscripts,as assessed
by the editorial review process,is excellent.This predicament,actuallyan embarrassment
of riches,means
that I must be highly selectivein acceptingmanuscripts.The immediate result is reflectedin the quality of the journal. The obverseis in the authors'disappointment.Many publishablepapersare rejected.
Rejectiondoesnot mean this work is inadequate,only
that a complexdecisionwasmade that considersmy
desirefor a balanceof content,pagelimits, perceived
readers' interest, and other subtle factors.

In comparisonwith other specializedjournals in
biology, we may be proud of both our scienceand
ourselves.The breadth of subjectmatter in ornithology is impressive,asis the quality of the experimental design, data analysis,and subsequentdiscussion
of the material.

Authors

are unafraid

to confront

con-

troversial issues,which often makes for interesting
reading.We have included papersfrom areasnot traditionally thoughtof asprimarily ornithologicaland
occasionallyhave reported a "first." This reflectsthe
innovation

in our science

and the inventiveness

of

the authors.

Another important aspectof the entire effort is the
contributions of reviewers, the associate editors, and

the style editor. Each contributesto the processof
manuscriptselectionand the productionof the journal in many ways. Equally important is the feedback
provided by authors and readers. This is often directed primarily toward me and not only reminds
me, rather forcefully at times, of my fallibility, but
providesalternativeviewpointson manytopics.Their
gentle care is appreciated.Criticism is an important
element of our constantstriving toward improvement. My goal is to make the journal ascreative,clear,
and relevant as possible.Our hope is to accomplish

this with style,without unduedelay,and in aspersonal a framework as possible.
I appreciatebeing selected editor. I hope my
strengthsand interestswill benefit the journal and

that the journalwill benefitthe Union. We are truly
fortunateto work in an areaof biologyof suchbroad
and almost endlesspossibilities.I am faced continually with judgmentson content and policy. In a
very real senseI actin behalf of your trust.The partnership among author, editor, and reader is delicate
and one I intend to nurture to its full potential.-A.H.B.
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